
VARO ENERGY ORCHESTRATES 
RAIL FLEET

VARO ENERGY
Supplying fuel to customers is at the core of VARO’s business; 24 hours a day, 365 days 
a year. VARO operates through integrated, flexible fuel value chains producing and 
marketing a wide variety of oil products via a network of integrated downstream 
assets located across Germany, Switzerland, France and Benelux.

VARO is known for providing high quality oil products for everyday use through 
a reliable fuel depot infrastructure. To maintain this position in the market, a 
sophisticated digital solution was required to improve visibility and management of 
VARO’s rail fleet, whilst ensuring the highest safety standards.

CUSTOMER CHALLENGE

VARO rented around 1,500 railcars and all 
planning was manually done with no simple 
overview of the rail fleet. 

• No electrical or visual control
• Waste of manpower because of unclear railcar arrival times
• No available metrics on how efficiently the fleet was managed
• Unclear maintenance schedules due to lack of oversight and tracking

Comprehensive View 
of Entire Fleet

Automated 
Notifications

Increased Efficiency



WHY VARO CHOSE REDFAIRE INTERNATIONAL

The team at VARO chose Redfaire International and their DACH region partner 
FSS due to their IoT experience and proven global solutions within the JD Edwards 
ecosystem.

VARO and the team collaborated together to design a sophisticated and robust 
solution for VARO’s needs. This included extending the Equipment Master with 
railcard attributes, getting the GPS data of railcars from different rental railcar 
companies into JD Edwards, geofencing BSFN algorithm within JD Edwards, building 
UX OnePage with watchlist and map (Alert / Analysis / Act) and linking railcars to 
sales orders.

ARCHITECTURE

Results

• In-depth view of the whole fleet
• Current position can be directly viewed

from the sales order
• Depots notified when railcars are

approaching
• More effective and efficient use of

resources

“Thank you for the huge effort you 
have put into making this go live 
better than anyone would have 
expected.”

Thomas Jetzer, 
Logistics Manager at VARO Energy

About Redfaire International 

Redfaire International marries the reach and 
scale of global entity, with the knowledge, 
insights and flexibility of local experts. You get 
one partner working under one methodology; 
managing your global projects, localizations 
and ongoing support.

When our clients succeed, we succeed so 
we apply this value to everything we do to 
deliver best-in-class consultancy projects and 
customer success.

Contact Us

Speak to our team to find out how partnering 
with Redfaire International can help you meet 
your business objectives.

De Beek 7, 3871 MS Hoevelaken, Netherlands

+31 (0) 33 24 71 598

info@redfaireinternational.com

Redfaire International


